Introduction to Yotpo Reviews Free
Trust and authentic feedback is crucial for soliciting clients. Nowadays it is believed to be
one of the reliable way to get unbiased opinion concerning the product you'd like to
purchase. How to attract more shoppers ready to write reviews and estimate the
products? The only thing you need to use is called Yotpo Review Module for Magento 2.It
is all-in-one tool helping generate all the reviews left on the platform Yotpo for your
webstore. The vast number of feedback, questions and answers as well as evaluation are
shown on your website without any additional effort that helps your customers make
better shopping decision.
The up-to-date review module for Magento 2 generates feedback that influences
customer's decision-making ability. It’s also essential for measuring customer
satisfaction among your current shoppers. Having installed the module you obtain all the
significant features the platform Yotpo possesses.


First of all, if a purchase is made from the site using Yotpo, the customer receives
the email containing the request to leave feedback. It's known as a reminder
enhancing the number of reviews. Besides, those shoppers who prefer staying
unidentified have the opportunity to leave comments without verification.



Secondly, feedback is considered to be one of the powerful tools that make
shoppers estimate products with pleasure, as the review can be written and sent
from inbox with a single click.



Thirdly, the tool supplies the ability to share reviews to the most high-demand
social networks such as Twitter and Facebook.



All the generated feedback keep updated.



Moreover, it is compatible with the most important apps and platforms.



As for its installation, ease of use distinguishes it from any other module. All the
steps you need to carry out imply selecting «yes/no» in the field «enabled for
fronted» and putting API key in the requested field.

All the above listed features help you turn user-generated content into traffic and sales
reaching the goal.

How to Configure
Log into your admin panel and go to Stores -> Configuration -> BelVG
Extensions. Click on Yotpo:

The available settings include the following options:
•

Enable for frontend – select Enable to switch on the Yotpo reviews for your
website;

•

API KEY – enter your application API key to connect your Yotpo account with your
website.

How to use
It’s time to get acquainted with Yotpo Reviews Free module and the ways customers may use it.
Just navigate to any product where the default block with reviews is enabled:

And now all the reviews from Yotpo service are displayed on your product page:

